
Flexibility is the Future

Today’s workplace has shifted. More and more hourly workers are seeking 

a reliable full-time job that also offers flexibility within their schedule. 

MyWorkChoice delivers the expertise, technology, and data-driven 
recruitment to manage flexibility. We help you build a sustainable, 
long-term solution to absenteeism, excessive overtime, and attrition.  



How Your Organization 

Benefits from Flexibility
With MyWorkChoice’s in-depth workforce data 

analysis, automated technology, and fully-managed 
recruitment, we can successfully manage flexibility 
in your hourly workforce. 

We help your business: 

The company that can offer flexibility, manage 
it, and make it successful is the company that’s 
going to win in today’s market.” 

- Todd Warner, MyWorkChoice President

Solve for Absenteeism

Reduce Overtime and Training Costs   

Become Self-Sufficient without Staffing 
Agencies  

Recruit a New Generation of Worker



Workforce Data Analysis
MyWorkChoice starts with analyzing the attendance, absenteeism, 
turnover, and overtime habits of your existing hourly workers to:

Identify Labor Gaps

Reduce Excessive 
Overtime

Redefine Attendance 
Policies

Calculate Optimal 

Headcount



Flexibility at Your Facility

For Supervisors

For Hourly Workers

Know who’s working and who 

isn’t. Live dashboards show 

you when someone has called 

off, swapped a shift, or been 
backfilled.

Increase worker retention by offering a 
dependable full-time job with flexibility in 
their schedule.   

• 24/7 attendance data 

• Automated Backfill System 
• Reports on absenteeism trends 

• Identify labor gaps and coaching opportunities

• View and confirm upcoming schedules  
• Earn unpaid time off  
• Drop an upcoming shift  

• Pick up extra shifts  
• Swap shifts with other workers  

• Volunteer for overtime

Flexibility doesn’t mean operational chaos. Allowing your hourly workers 
more control over their schedule reduces employee churn while also 

attracting a new generation of workers who value flexibility in their schedule.  



Fully Managed Recruitment
To solve your site’s absenteeism, MyWorkChoice will build a standby 

pool of full-time, part-time, and seasonal workers.

As experts in recruiting blue-collar hourly workers, we deliver a new 
effective pipeline of fully-managed employees.

No Recruitment or 

On boarding Costs

Easy Digital Hiring 

Process

Attract New Generation 

of Workers

Rapid Labor Scalability



“MyWorkChoice has been a tremendous 

win for us. Last year was one of the 

busiest years in our history and they 

were instrumental in the growth of our 

business.”

Katy K.  

Quality Bike Products 

VP of Human Resources

Trusted by Manufacturing, Distribution, and Light 
Industrial Companies Across the U.S. 

Implement Flexibility 
with Confidence



Implement Flexibility 
at Your Facility

MyWorkChoice is the #1 flexible 
workforce solution for today’s 

manufacturing and distribution

industry. 

By offering flexibility to your hourly 
workers, your business can adapt 
to today’s changing workforce and 

solve for absenteeism, excessive 
overtime, and high turnover. 

Learn more by scheduling a free 

consultation today. 


